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Abstract
Space-time blending (STB) is an established technique allowing to implement a metamorphosis operation between geometric
shapes. In this paper we significantly extend the STB method to make it possible to deal with heterogeneous objects, which are
volumetric objects with attributes representing their physical properties. The STB method, used for geometry transformation,
is naturally combined with space-time transfinite interpolation, used for attribute (e.g. colour) transformation. Geometry and
attribute transformations are interconnected and happen simultaneously in an higher dimensional specific STB space. We
use hybrid function representation, unifying function representation with signed distance fields and with adaptively sampled
distance fields. We show how the new method works by applying it to 4D animated Cubism.
CCS Concepts: Shape modelling−→ Volumetric models;

1. Introduction
Space-time blending (STB) [PPK04] is a geometric operation of
bounded blending performed in a higher-dimensional space. It
realises a metamorphosis operation between shapes of different
topology without necessarily establishing their alignment or correspondence. In this work, we extend this method to make it possible to deal with heterogeneous objects in which geometric shapes
are considered in concert with their internal attributes, defined for
each point of the shape, which can be represented as physically
based materials, density, colour and others. The method is supposed to take advantage of keeping all conceptual features of the
STB geometric technique, extended to the attributes. The attribute
transformation is realised using space-time transfinite interpolation
(STTI) [SFA∗ 15], happening in the same conceptual space as STB.
More specifically, in this paper we will concentrate on dealing
with such an important attribute as colour. Technically, this means
that a higher-dimensional specific STB space in which the geometry transformation is executed is associated with a 4D colour space
with an added time dimension. In distinction with [TAF∗ 20] this
will make it possible to interpolate dynamic textures simultaneously with ongoing geometry transformation before returning to the
initial space thus effectively resulting in a novel unified method for
generating a smooth transition between 2D/3D shapes with 2D/3D
textures without establishing any correspondences between initial
and target heterogeneous objects and their attributes. This method
assumes that we use a hybrid function representation (HFRep) with
a distance property also extended comparatively with its version
presented in [TAFP19].
Most known solutions for volumes or scalar distance field (DF)
representations work only with geometry and only few can handle

both geometry and attribute transformations. Let us mention only
the most representative related works here.
Breen and Whitaker [BW01] introduced a partial differential
equation (PDE) based level-set method for representing the deformable surface of a densely sampled scalar function. Colour
interpolation is implemented using a trilinear interpolation combined with the scan-conversion closest point method where, unfortunately, the trilinear interpolation only handles simple colour
transformations. Dinh et al. [DYTT05] introduced a PDE based
method that could transfer textures during shape transformation.
Their method is based on solving the Laplace equation for defining flow lines that execute the bijective transformation between input and target objects. For texture mapping they used the Laplace
equation with the Laplace-Beltrami operator to establish pointwise
correspondences between two objects defined by implicit functions
raised into 4D space.
Weng et. al. [WCX∗ 13] introduced a metamorphosis method for
objects that are defined using DFs that exploits a PDE-based approach called optimal mass transport (OMT) that provides the optimal way for moving a mass distribution from one domain to another with minimal transportation costs. Unfortunately this method
is quite sensitive and cannot handle colour or texture transformations. Solomon et al. [SdGP∗ 15] described a method for solving
the OMT optimisation problem using convolutional Wasserstein
distances approximated using entropic regularisation. This method
can handle interpolation between blocks of pure colour and can be
computed independently from the geometry.
PDE based methods are in most cases computationally expensive. While there are methods that are less expensive, these usually
have less satisfactory results. Barbier et al. [BGA05] introduced a
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metamorphosis operation for textured objects using the BlobTree
model where initial and target objects are represented in 4D space.
Geometry and texture transformations are applied simultaneously
using a warping function for geometry and one of their blending
functions for textures. Another method for metamorphosis between
textured objects using the unstructured lumigraph representation by
Ludwig et al. [LBTM15], achieved texture transformation using a
simple linear interpolation, influencing output quality.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• The introduction of the heterogeneous STB concept in which
the transformation of geometry and attributes happens simultaneously and interconnectedly in the higher dimensional STB
space using STTI for attribute interpolation;
• The extension of the HFRep introduced in [TAFP19] to take
advantage of benefits provided by the unification of different
representations such as function representation (FRep), signed
distance fields (SDFs) and adaptively sampled distance fields
(ADFs) [FPRJ00] while compensating for their drawbacks;
• A step-by-step algorithm that realises STB for heterogeneous objects in the interconnected set of higher-dimensional geometric
and colour spaces with subsequent projection to the initial geometric and colour spaces;
As proof-of-concept we show how the developed method can be
applied to textured cubist shapes [CMPA18].
2. Space-time blending with attributes
We introduce the concept of heterogeneous STB where geometry
and attribute transformations occur simultaneously in a higher specific STB dimension. In this work we only consider colour transformations as attributes. For defining heterogeneous objects we use
SDFs and HFRep [TAFP19] extended with ADFs.
2.1. Hybrid function representation
Tereshin et al. [TAFP19] introduced the concept of HFRep for heterogeneous objects, based on unifying advantages of FRep and
SDFs while simultaneously compensating for their drawbacks.
Here we extend the HFRep representation by unifying FRep with
SDFs and ADFs. The ADFs are generated using a hierarchical
subdivision of Euclidean space according to the geometry defined
by the FRep function. The distance values are obtained in corner
points of the generated cells and the resulting field is restored using
continuous spline-based interpolation, e.g. PHT-splines.
To define object with its attributes we need to use the concept
of hypervolumes [PASS01]. A hypervolume object is defined as a
tuple O = (G, A1 , ..., An ), where G is a point set in n-dimensional
Euclidean space E n and An is an object attribute. The HFRep object
can be obtained using equation:
FHFRep (x) = S(FFRep (x))FUDF (p, ps )

Figure 1: The concept of space-time blending: two given 2D shapes
(two disks and a cross, top left) are extended to 3D space as halfcylinders (top centre) with a gap between them. Then a blending
union operation is applied, adding material (top right).

2.2. Space-time blending
The metamorphosis between initial and target objects O1 and O2 in
this work is based on the well-established STB method [PPK04],
a geometric operation (Fig. 1) of bounded blending performed in
a higher dimensional space, where the last coordinate is associated
with time t. The gradual shape transformation happens in the time
interval t ∈ [0, 1], where, at t ≤ 0, only O1 exists, then at t > 0 it
disappears, and at time t = 1, O2 appears and exists for any t ≥ 1.
Let initial and target objects O1 and O2 be defined in a higher
dimensional space by distance based functions f1 (x,t) and f2 (x,t)
respectively. Then x = (x, y, z) is a point in Euclidean 3D space and
the resulting STB function Fb ( f1 , f2 , f3 ) between the two objects is
Fb ( f1 , f2 , f3 ) = F( f1 , f2 ) + a0 dispb (dr ( f1 , f2 , f3 , a1 , a2 , a3 )) (2)
where dispb (dr ( f1t , f2t , f3t )) is a displacement function,
dr ( f1 , f2 , f3 ) is a generalised distance function and F( f1 , f2 )
is a set-theoretical union of two shapes defined by the Rfunctions [PASS01]. The resulting blending shape is affected by
the bounding solid defined by the function f3 (x,t). Coefficients
a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ∈ < are non-zero numerical parameters.
2.3. Object attribute interpolation
In this work, we consider coloured or textured heterogeneous objects that are defined using SDFs and HFReps, using a voxel data
structure to handle both geometry and attributes. To enable transformation of colours in a higher dimension to happen simultaneously with the geometry transformation relying on STB, we use
STTI [SFA∗ 15], as this works in the higher dimension and can also
deal with complex textures. The basic STTI can be defined as:

(1)

where S(FFRep (x)) is a step-function following the FRep function
FFRep (x) behaviour, providing the sign to the unsigned distance
function (UDF) FUDF (p, ps ) = infps ∈S d(p, ps ), where p is a given
point in Euclidean space and ps is a point belonging to the surface S
of the object, with x = (x, y, z) being a point in Euclidean 3D space.

c(x,t) = ω1 (x,t)c1 + ω2 (x,t)c2
f2 (x,t)
ω1 (x,t) =
f1 (x,t) + f2 (x,t)
ci (x) =

∑Nj=1 w˜ j (x)c˜j
∑Nj=1 w˜ j (x)

;

(3)

f1 (x,t)
ω2 (x,t) =
f1 (x,t) + f2 (x,t)
w˜ j (x) =

1

,
_
f j (x)

i = 1, 2

(4)
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Figure 2: Result of applying heterogeneous STB to an SDF cube object and an HFRep heart object. The result of applying (A) STTI for RGB
colour interpolation; (B) STTI for HSV colour interpolation; (C) linear HSV colour interpolation. Also see the supplementary videos.

where c1 is the colour of the input object O1 , c2 is the colour
of the target object O2 , t ∈ [0, 1] and ω1 (x,t) as well as ω2 (x,t)
are weights. Expression (4) is used when the object has multiple
_
f j (x)

coloured partitions, and
is a function defining the quadratic
Euclidean distance from the point (x) to the voxel centre.
For colour interpolation we use the HSV colour space as it provides visually appealing results, and RGB for comparison. The
main advantage of HSV is that the colours are represented in a continuous manner, controlled by the hue value H ∈ [0, 360o ].

2.4. Basic algorithm
We consider colour as an attribute defined for initial and target objects O1 and O2 , assuming that the colour and geometry spaces are
interconnected and their transformation happens simultaneously in
a higher dimensional STB space. Our basic algorithm approach is:
1. The definition of initial and target heterogeneous objects (Fig.
2, frame 1) as hypervolumes using some distance-based functions d1 (x, A1 ) and d2 (x, A2 ) with attribute sets A1 and A2 .
We split these into two parts: geometric d(x) and attribute
A(a1 , a2 , ..., an ), where x is a point in n-dimensional Euclidean
space. The geometric part is defined using equation (1) or as
d(p, ps ) = sign(p) · inf d(p, ps )
ps ∈S

(5)

where d(p, ps ) is the minimal signed Euclidean distance between two points, p is any given point and ps is a point belonging to the surface S of the object. Both objects can be a
combination of different DF types, e.g. SDFs or HFReps.
2. The use of attribute functions (e.g. procedural) A1 and
A2 to define attribute (colour) distribution according to
the defining functions. We consider that attribute functions
A1 and A2 for both objects O1 and O2 are defined as
colour fields A1 (a1 , ..., an ) = c1 (r1 , g1 , b1 ) and A2 (a1 , ..., am ) =
c2 (r2 , g2 , b2 ). These are defined for each point of the objects O1
and O2 with the defining functions d1 (x) ≥ 0 and d2 (x) ≥ 0.
3. To apply STB to both objects O1 and O2 , we raise their defining
functions to the higher dimension and make them dependent on
time t, applying an additional STB operation (2) to each object
c 2020 The Author(s)
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to obtain a smooth transition between them:
O1 : f1 (x,t) = fDF1 (x,t);
f3 (x,t) = t + Pc ,

(6)

t ≥ −Pc ;

O2 : f1 (x,t) = fDF2 (x,t);
f3 (x,t) = Pc − t,

f2 (x,t) = −t;
f2 (x,t) = t − 1;

t ≤ Pc ;

Fb ( f1 , f2 , f3 ) = f1 ∧ f2 + a0 dispb ( f1 , f2 , f3 , a1 , a2 , a3 )
where f1 (x,t) is the DF function raised to a higher-dimension,
defining either object O1 or object O2 , f2 (x,t) is the function
defining a smoothing object as the subtraction of the negative
half-space along time-axis t, f3 (x,t) is the bounding function
restricting the area of the STB bounding intersection (∧) and Pc
is the position of the cutting plane on time-axis t.
4. For each point in which blending function Fb ( f1 , f2 , f3 ) ≥ 0 and
f1 < 0, f2 < 0, any attribute operation transformation can be applied in the general case. Here we apply STTI (3-4), which is
also executed in a higher dimension. Colours c1 and c2 can be
defined in RGB or HSV colour spaces. If HSV colour space is
used, we need to find the shortest path between two ‘hue’ values and linearly interpolate between these, weighted by w2 , (3)
while using the STTI approach for ‘saturation’ and ‘value’ values. Finally, STTI is applied and the resulting colour c is converted back to RGB (see Fig. 2, B).
We compare colour interpolation using RGB and HSV in Fig.
2, A-C. Fig. 2A shows the result of applying STTI in RGB colour
space, 2B depicts HSV colour space and 2C demonstrates how linear interpolation works in HSV colour space. As expected, STTI in
HSV provides smoother colour transitions than linear interpolation.

3. Implementation and results
In this work, we broaden the concept of 4D Cubism [CMPA18], an
art application providing tools for creating artistic shapes in a cubist style employing the STB method that could only deal with geometric metamorphosis without attributes, by introducing attribute
transformations and the concept of heterogeneous STB for metamorphosis between volumetric objects. We also apply this concept to the objects defined by different types of DF based representations, e.g. SDFs and HFReps. All examples are implemented
in SideFX Houdini using the OpenVDB library for handling both
attributes and geometry transformations, rendered using an Intel
Xeon E5-1650 3.20 GHz PC with 32 Gb of RAM.
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Figure 3: Frame sequence of heterogeneous STB applied to two heterogeneous objects with multiple features defined by HFRep and SDF.

3.1. Dynamic 4D heterogeneous cubism
We demonstrate our approach using two examples. The first example (Fig. 2) applies heterogeneous STB to a heterogeneous oscillating SDF cube object and an HFRep heart object.
In the basic algorithm, we first define the initial (SDF cube)
and target (HFRep heart) objects. We then define the colour attributes for both objects. Next we raise both defining functions for
the cube and the heart objects to a higher STB dimension using
equations (6). Finally, we apply the introduced heterogeneous STB
to both objects and compute both in-between geometry and colour
attribute transformations simultaneously using RGB (see Fig. 2, a)
and HSV (see Fig. 2, b) colour spaces for attribute transformations.
We implemented interpolation in HSV using linear interpolation
and STTI interpolation. As can be seen in Fig. 2, STTI provides a
smoother colour transition than linear interpolation and using HSV
results in smoother transition between colours than RGB.
In Fig. 3 we show a more complex example of two oscillating
heterogeneous objects with cubist coloured features demonstrating
that HFRep objects can easily be combined with SDF objects. First,
two polygonal cubes are converted to OpenVDB objects. Then SDF
functions for both cubes are obtained. To specify where coloured
features will be added both cubes are subdivided using an octree.
Some of the features are defined using HFRep , some using SDF.
Next we specify colour attributes for the cubes and defined features. At the third step, we combine functions that define features
with functions specifying the base cubes, using set-theoretical operations, and raise the resulting functions to a 4D space using equations (6). Finally we compute simultaneously STB and STTI (HSV
colour space) and then map the STTI result computed in a separate
voxel grid to the obtained geometry. Note that operations on SDFs
and HFReps cannot preserve attributes, so these are conducted in
separate vectorised OpenVDB voxel grids.
4. Conclusions
We have presented the concept of heterogeneous space-time blending based on STB for handling geometry transformation and using
STTI for handling attribute transformations. In the general case,
instead of STTI, any method that is suitable for attribute transformation can be used. We have also presented the basic algorithm for
implementing heterogeneous STB that we further applied to dynamic objects (4D Cubism [CMPA18]). For representing heterogeneous objects we used the distance based representations SDFs and

HFRep, briefly introducing the concept of HFRep that is based on
FRep and ADFs. As future work we are planning to develop new
methods for defining attributes and their transformations. We would
also like to broaden the class of attributes that we can deal with using our approach, e.g. volumetric materials and transparency.
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